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Power System Stabilizers (PSS) are generally employed to damp electromechanical oscillations by pro-
viding auxiliary stabilizing signals to the excitation system of the generators. But it has been found that
these Conventional PSS (CPSS) do not provide sufficient damping for inter-area oscillations in multi-
machine power systems. Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC) has immense potential in damping
of inter-area power swings and in mitigating the sub-synchronous resonance. In this paper Improved
Harmony Search Algorithm (IHSA) has been proposed for coordinated design of multiple PSS and TCSC in
order to effectively damp the oscillations. The results obtained by using IHSA on WSCC 3-machine, 9-bus
system are found to be superior compared to the results obtained using Bacterial Swarm Optimization
(BSO) algorithm. The damping performance of conventional PSS and TCSC controllers is also compared
with coordinated design of IHSA based PSS and TCSC on New England 10-machine, 39-bus system over
wide range of operating conditions and contingencies. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
technique the results obtained on this test system are also compared with the results obtained with
Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Harmony Search Algorithm (HSA) and
Bacterial Swarm Optimization (BSO).

& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Power systems are complex nonlinear systems and often
exhibit low frequency power oscillations due to insufficient
damping. These oscillations may sustain and increase, thus causing
the separation of system if no adequate damping is available [1].
Conventional Power System Stabilizers (CPSS) are widely used to
suppress the generator electromechanical oscillations and
enhance the overall stability of power systems. CPSS based on
linear control theory can very well be tuned to an operating
condition and will provide excellent damping over a certain range
around the design point. However, CPSS parameters may not be
optimal for whole set of possible system parameters, operating
conditions and configurations.

A comprehensive analysis of the effects of the different CPSS
parameters on the overall dynamic performance of the power
system has been presented in [2]. It is shown that the appropriate
selection of CPSS parameters results in satisfactory performance
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).
during system upsets. Robust design of CPSS in multi-machine
power systems using global optimization technique like genetic
algorithm (GA) [3,4], and other heuristic techniques like tabu
search (TS) [5], simulated annealing (SA) [6], particle swarm
optimization (PSO) [7–9], bacterial foraging (BF) [10] and harmony
search (HS) [11] have attracted the attention in the field of PSS
parameter optimization. However, these techniques might fail by
getting trapped in one of the local optimal.

Although PSSs provide supplementary feedback stabilizing
signals, these controllers may not produce adequate damping
during some operating conditions, and other effective controllers
which can work in coordination with PSS are needed. Advance-
ments in power electronic technologies have made the application
of Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) devices to alleviate
such conditions by controlling the power flow along the trans-
mission lines which improves power oscillations damping [12].
Among these FACTS devices, the Thyristor Controlled Series
Capacitor (TCSC) is a multi-functional FACTS controller, which
allows quick and continuous changes of the transmission line
impedance. TCSC has immense potential and application in pre-
cisely regulating the power flow on a transmission line, mitigating
the sub-synchronous resonance, improving the transient stability
and damping inter-area power swings [13].
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Fig. 1. Structure of PSS.

Fig. 2. Structure of TCSC controller.
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The applications of TCSC for power oscillation damping and
stability enhancement can be found in [14–16]. However, these
works are limited for single machine connected to infinite bus
(SMIB) system. A reduced rule base self-tuning fuzzy PI controller
(STFPIC) for TCSC is proposed in [17]. A supplementary damping
control system design for TCSC based on natural inspired Virtual
Bees Algorithm (VBA) is presented in [18]. An attempt is made to
suppress oscillations in a multi-machine power system using
bacterial foraging algorithm based TCSC is illustrated in [19].

In recent years, little work has been reported in the literature
on the coordination problem investigation of multiple damping
controllers for multi-machine power systems [20–22]. However,
uncoordinated local control of TCSC controller and PSS may cause
unwanted interactions that may further result in system destabi-
lization. To improve overall system performance, many studies
were made on the coordination among PSS and FACTS controllers
[23–25]. Unfortunately, the problem of coordinated design of
conventional power oscillation damping controllers is a multi-
modal optimization problem and conventional tuning methods
may not provide sufficient damping for stabilizing inter-area
oscillations. Hence the meta-heuristic methods, which are
widely used for global optimization problems, have been used to
solve this coordinated design problem. Abido et al. [26] have
presented coordinated design of a PSS and an SVC-based controller
using real coded Genetic Algorithm (GA). Particle Swarm Optimi-
zation (PSO) for simultaneous coordination designing of PSS and
TCSC damping controller in multi-machine power system is
developed in [27]. But GA exhibits degraded efficiency when the
system has a highly epistatic objective function (i.e., where the
parameters being optimized are highly correlated) and number of
parameters to be optimized are large [28]. PSO suffers from the
partial optimism, which causes the less exact at the regulation of
its speed and the direction. Further, PSO algorithm cannot solve
the problems of scattering and non-coordinate system optimiza-
tion [29].

Several optimization techniques using the swarming principle
have been adopted to solve a variety of engineering problems in
the recent past. An improved multi-objective particle swarm
optimization algorithm is applied for improving power system
stability and to economic load dispatch problem in [30,31]. Ali
et al. [32] have proposed a novel bacterial swarm optimization
algorithm for simultaneous design of PSS and TCSC. A novel
approach for determining the optimal solution of economic dis-
patch (ED) problem employing Firefly Algorithm (FA) and hybrid
of bacterial foraging and simplified swarm optimization algorithm
are presented in [33,34]. Ghasemi et al. [35,36] have adopted
modified teaching learning algorithm, double differential evolu-
tion algorithm and hybrid modified imperialist competitive
algorithm–invasive weed optimization (IWO) for optimal reactive
power dispatch problem. In [37,38] modified imperialist compe-
titive algorithm and hybrid of imperialist competitive algorithm
and teaching learning algorithm have been applied for optimal
power flow problem.

In this paper, Improved Harmony Search Algorithm (IHSA) is
employed for coordinated design of the parameters of PSS and
TCSC controllers simultaneously. By minimizing the objective
function in which the influences of both PSS and TCSC controllers
are considered simultaneously, interactions among these con-
trollers are improved. These controllers have been applied and
tested on New England 10-machine, 39-bus system under wide
range of loading conditions and severe disturbances. The eigen-
value analysis and non-linear simulation results are presented to
demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed
controllers in damping low frequency inter-area oscillations.
2. Statement of the problem

2.1. Power system model

A power system can be modeled by a set of nonlinear differ-

ential equations as X
�
¼ f ðX;UÞ, where X is the vector of the state

variables, and U is the vector of input variables. In this study, all
the generators in the power system are represented by their fifth
order models and equipped with single time constant fast exciters.

For a given operating condition, the multi-machine power
system is linearized around the operating point. The closed loop
eigenvalues of the system are computed and the desired objective
function is formulated using only the unstable or lightly damped
electromechanical eigenvalues, keeping the constraints of all the
system modes stable under any condition.

2.2. PSS structure

The structure of the speed based conventional PSS considered
in this study is shown in Fig.1.

Here Δωi is the deviation of the speed of the rotor of ith
generator from synchronous speed. The sTwi

1þ sTwi
term in the above

diagram is the washout term with a time constant Twi which is
generally 1–20 s. The washout block serves as a high-pass filter to
allow signals in the range of 0.2–2.0 Hz associated with rotor
oscillations. Twi is chosen such that undesirable generator voltage
excursions during system-islanding are eliminated. The phase
compensation block provides compensation for the phase lag/lead
that is introduced in the circuit between the exciter input (i.e. PSS



Fig. 3. Variation of Rpa and bi with increase in iteration number.
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output) and the electrical torque. In this study Tw¼10 s and the
parameters to be optimized are {Ki, T1i, T2i; i ¼1,2 3,…,m,wherem
is the number of generators}, assuming T1i¼T3i and T2i¼T4i.

2.3. TCSC structure

Here KTCSC is TCSC gain and Tw is washout time constant. In this
study, Tw¼10 s and T1¼T3 and T2¼T4 are used. The structure of
the TCSC based damping controller is shown in Fig. 2. This con-
troller may be considered as a lead lag compensator. It comprises
gain block, signal washout block and a two stage lead-lag com-
pensator. Many input signals have been proposed for the FACTS to
damp the system oscillations. Since FACTS controllers are located
in the transmission systems, local input signals are always pre-
ferred. Transmission line active power has been proposed as an
effective input signal for the design of series FACTS Controller
[27,39]. For this reason, active power of the transmission line is
selected as the input signal in this paper.

2.4. Objective function

In this paper, a comprehensive assessment of the effects of
coordinated application of PSS and TCSC damping controllers has
been carried out. A multi-objective problem is formulated to
optimize a composite set of two eigenvalue-based objective
functions comprising the desired damping factor and damping
ratio of the lightly damped and undamped electromechanical
modes. The use of the first objective function will result in PSS that
shift the lightly damped and undamped electromechanical modes
to the left-hand side of a vertical line in the complex s-plane,
resulting in improved damping factor. The use of the second
objective function will yield PSS and TCSC settings that place these
modes in a wedge-shape sector in the complex s-plane, thus
improving the damping ratio of these modes. Consequently, the
use of the multi-objective function guarantees the improvement of
relative stability and minimization of peak overshoot.

The parameters of PSS and TCSC are tuned simultaneously so as
to minimize the following objective function:

J ¼ J1þα � J2 ð1Þ
where

J1¼
XNP
j ¼ 1

X
σi;j Zσ0

½σ0�σi;j�2 ð2Þ

J2¼
XNP
j ¼ 1

X
ξi;j Zξ0

½ξ0�ξi;j�2 ð3Þ

and α is a positive constant
Here σi;j is the real part and ξi;j is the damping ratio of ith
eigenvalue of jth operating point, subject to the constraints that
finite bounds are placed on the power system stabilizer
parameters.

It is necessary to mention here that only the unstable or lightly
damped electromechanical modes of oscillations are relocated.
The design problem can be formulated as the following con-
strained optimization problem, where the constraints are the PSS
parameter bounds:

Minimize J subject to

Kimin
rKirKimax

T1imin
rT1irT1imax

T2imin
rT2irT2imax

KTCSCmin
rKTCSCrKTCSCmax

T1min
rT1rT1max

T2min
rT2rT2max

ð4Þ

In this study, σ0 and ξ0 are chosen to be �2.0% and 20%
respectively. Several values for weight α are tested and it is
observed that effect of α on final goal is minimal. Here α is taken
as 10 [4]. Typical ranges of the optimized parameters for PSS are
[0.01, 50] for Ki and [0.01, 1.0] for T1i and T2i. TCSC bounds are
[0.01, 100] for KTCSC and [0.01, 1.0] for T1 and T3.
3. Improved Harmony Search Algorithm

The Harmony Search Algorithm is a phenomenon-mimicking,
music inspired new meta heuristic algorithm proposed by Geem
[40]. It was inspired by the improvisation process of the musicians
who collectively play their musical instruments (population
members) to come out with a pleasing harmony (global optimum
solution). The HSA is simple in concept, less in parameters and
easy in implementation. It is inspired by the improvisation process
of the musicians who collectively play their musical instruments
to come out with a pleasing harmony. The perfectly pleasing
harmony is determined by the audio esthetic standard. Compared
with other heuristic algorithms, optimal balance of diversification
and intensification, which are also referred as exploration and
exploitation to achieve global optimum solution, is achieved in
HSA [41]. In addition, the implementation of HS algorithm is also
easier. The important property of HSA is that it is less sensitive to
the chosen parameters, i.e., there is no need to fine-tune these
parameters to get quality solutions.This algorithm has been suc-
cessfully applied to a variety of optimization problems like tra-
veling salesperson problem, tour routing, music composition,
water network design, structural design etc. The main steps of
Harmony Search Algorithm are as follows:



Fig. 4. Flowchart of Improved Harmony Search Algorithm.

Fig. 5. WSCC 3-machine, 9-bus system.

Table 1
Loadings and generations in PU on system 100-MVA base.

Load Light Load Normal Load Heavy Load

P Q P Q P Q

A 0.70 0.350 1.25 0.5 2.00 0.90
B 0.50 0.300 0.90 0.30 1.80 0.60
C 0.60 0.200 1.00 0.35 1.60 0.65
Local load at G1 0.60 0.200 1.00 0.35 1.60 0.65

Gen#
G1 0.9649 0.2230 1.7164 0.6205 3.5730 1.8143
G2 1.0000 �0.1933 1.6300 0.0665 2.2000 0.7127
G3 0.4500 �0.2668 0.8500 �0.1086 1.3500 0.4313
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1. Initialize the optimization problem and algorithm parameters.
2. Initialize the Harmony memory.
3. Improve a new harmony.
4. Update the new harmony.
5. Check for termination condition.

Step 1: Initialization the optimization problem and algorithm
parameters
i) Optimization problem

The general optimization problem is specified as follows:
Minimize/maximize f ðxÞ
Subject to xiAX i¼ 1;2::::N
where f(x) is the optimization function, x is the set of each
decision variable xi, N is the number of decision variables and
Xi is the set of possible range of values for each decision
variable such that

XL
i rXirXU

i ð5Þ

where Xi
L and Xi

U are the lower and upper bounds of the each
decision variable.

ii) Algorithm parameters
HSA parameters that are to be specified are Harmony Memory

Size (HMS), Harmony Memory Considering Rate (HMCR), Pitch
Adjusting Rate (Rpa) and band width (bi). The Harmony Memory
(HM) is a memory location where all the solution vectors are
stored. Here HMCR, Rpa and bi are used to improve the solution
vector.

Step 2: Initialize Harmony Memory
In this step, the HM matrix is filled with as many randomly

generated solution vectors as the HMS
The elements in the HM are determined with randomly gen-

erated solution vectors. For instance the ith variable xi can be
generated as

xi ¼ xLi þrandð1Þ � ðxUi �xLi Þ ð6Þ
where and Xi

U are the lower and upper bounds of the each deci-
sion variable.

Step 3: Improvise a New Harmony:
A new Harmony vector x¼ x

0
1; x

0
2;…; x

0
N

� �
is generated based on

three criteria
(1) Memory consideration
(2) Pitch adjustment
(3) Random selection

For instance the ith variable x0i is chosen from the historical
values stored in the HM (hence called memory consideration) with
a probability of HMCR, and (1-HMCR) is the rate of random
selection: for example an HMCR of 0.7 depicts that HSA will
choose the decision variable value from historically stored values
in HM with a probability of 70% or from the entire possible range
with a probability of 30%. Further every component obtained by
memory consideration is pitch adjusted with a Pitch Adjusting
Rate of Rpa. If pitch adjustment is enforced x0i is replaced with

x0i ¼ xðjÞi þrandð1Þ � bi ð7Þ
where bi is the distance bandwidth of the ith variable in the new
vector.

Rpa and bi in HS algorithm are very important parameters in
fine-tuning of optimized solution vectors, and can be potentially
useful in adjusting convergence rate of algorithm to optimal solu-
tion. So fine adjustment of these parameters are of great interest.
Small Rpa values with large bi values can cause to poor performance
of the algorithm and considerable increase in iterations needed to



Table 3
Comparison of eigenvalues and damping ratios for different loadings.

Light load Normal load Heavy load

Without controller �10.60711.48i, 0.6782�0.9578.61i 0.1103 �11.17710.43i, 0.7307�0.3478.81i, 0.0386 �11.35711.28i, 0.7093 �0.1579.00i, 0.0167
BSOPSSþBSOTCSC [9] �4.5177.38i, 0.5215�1.0970.71i, 0.8379 �4.1578.15i, 0.4538�1.0470.84i, 0.7779 �4.4977.77i, 0.5003�1.0370.86i, 0.7676
IHSAPSSþ IHSATCSC �9.6378.12i 0.7646�3.1674.10i 0.6114 �10.5775.60i 0.88�2.7874.09i 0.56 �10.7575.58i, 0.8876�2.5974.09i, 0.5335

Fig. 6. New England 10-machine, 39-bus system.

Table 4
Residues obtained using ΔP=ΔKc .

line 26–29 9.016
line 26–28 4.662
line 28–29 4.086
line 16–17 2.924
line 16–19 2.014
line 17–27 1.396
line 2–3 1.090
line 25–26 0.730
line 23–24 0.614
line 16–21 0.490
line 4–14 0.122
line 5–6 0.008
line 15–16 0.0003

Table 5
Operating scenarios.

Scenario Description

Scenario 1 All lines in service
Scenario 2 Outage of line connecting bus no. 14 and 15
Scenario 3 Outage of line connecting bus no. 21 and 22
Scenario 4 Increase in generation of G7 by 25% and loads at buses 16 and 21

by 25%, with the outage of line 21–22

Table 2
Tuned parameters of coordinated controllers using BSO and IHSA.

Gen# Tuned parameters using BSO [9] Tuned parameters using IHSA

K T1 T2 K T1 T2

G1 23.0006 0.3282 0.0754 19.4986 0.6198 0.4638
G2 16.3196 0.1945 0.5846 2.3682 0.8892 0.1904
G3 3.8619 0.1177 0.7399 3.4267 0.6568 0.3882
TCSC 1.0958 0.8704 0.1741 6.7284 0.7688 0.3294
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find optimum solution. Although small bi values in final generations
increase the fine-tuning of solution vectors, but in early generations
bi must take a bigger value to enforce the algorithm to increase the
diversity of solution vectors. Furthermore large Rpa values with
small bi values usually cause the improvement of best solutions in
final generations which algorithm converged to optimal solution
vector. These observations lead to the development of Improved
Harmony Search Algorithm [42].

The key difference between Improved Harmony Search Algo-
rithm (IHSA) and traditional HSA is in the way of adjusting Rpa and
bi. The traditional HSA algorithm uses fixed value for both Rpa and



Table 6
Tuned parameters of damping controllers.

Location Controller Individual Design IHSA Coordinated Design IHSA

K T1 T2 K T1 T2

G1 PSS 38.1335 0.5002 0.1176 36.9362 0.5443 0.1541
G2 PSS 14.9866 0.5506 0.0670 15.2106 0.5726 0.1665
G3 PSS 11.8254 0.5604 0.1499 10.4251 0.6381 0.1174
G4 PSS 1.7998 0.5701 0.0482 1.8021 0.7353 0.1058
G5 PSS 17.9988 0.5514 0.0744 18.4951 0.5492 0.2611
G6 PSS 11.9225 0.5273 0.1543 12.0529 0.6656 0.1785
G7 PSS 5.1818 0.5176 0.0813 5.2918 0.6465 0.1136
G8 PSS 4.2996 0.5283 0.0781 4.3015 0.8002 0.0982
G9 PSS 14.9888 0.5427 0.1585 15.0818 0.5944 0.1405
G10 PSS 49.8668 0.5678 0.0724 49.9886 0.7381 0.1274
26–29 TCSC 45.84 0.7863 0.3895 48.82 0.5824 0.2357

Table 7
Comparison of eigenvalues and damping ratios for different scenarios.

No controller IHSATCSC IHSAPSS IHSAPSSþIHSATCSC

Scenario 1 �1.1878710.6655i, 0.1107 �1.7874712.5751i, 0.1407 �2.8599712.8151i, 0.2178 �2.3661711.4315i, 0.2027
–0.364678.8216i, 0.0413 �1.3322711.2722i, 0.1174 �2.4046711.3734i, 0.2069 �2.0343710.6661i, 0.1874
–0.306378.5938i, 0.0356 �1.8386711.1594i, 0.1626 �2.0207710.6026i, 0.1872 �2.374678.9921i, 0.2553
�0.271878.1709i, 0.0332 �1.109379.1192i, 0.1208 �2.268478.9997i, 0.2444 �1.943978.7168i, 0.2177
–0.062577.2968i, 0.0086 �0.514378.5043i, 0.0604 �1.996178.5929i, 0.2263 �3.728876.0353i, 0.5256
�0.106076.8725i, 0.0154 �1.146377.5156i, 0.1508 �3.709176.2721i, 0.5090 �2.964974.5378i, 0.5470
0.257976.1069i, �0.0422 �0.159077.3838i, 0.0215 �2.972274.5233i, 0.5491 �2.113773.6619i, 0.4999
0.062076.1767i, �0.0100 �0.103776.4182i, 0.0162 �2.027773.7264i, 0.4780 �2.539373.4123i, 0.5970
0.079473.9665i, �0.0200 �1.299174.8171i, 0.2604 �1.939573.2066i, 0.5175 �2.072573.3061i, 0.5311

Scenario 2 �1.1888710.6603i, 0.1108 �1.7880712.5610i, 0.1409 �2.8550712.8177i, 0.2174 �2.0493710.6651i, 0.1887
–0.364278.8221i, 0.0412 �1.3352711.2674i, 0.1177 �2.4645711.3444i, 0.2123 �3.504379.8431i, 0.3354
–0.308778.5753i, 0.0360 �1.8404711.1650i, 0.1626 �2.1092710.4931i, 0.1971 �2.235679.7855i, 0.2227
�0.272778.1706i, 0.0334 �1.076979.1107i, 0.1174 �1.695778.9980i, 0.1852 �1.7076778.3194i, 0.2011
�0.064377.2859i, 0.0088 �0.499378.4895i, 0.0587 �2.990878.3811i, 0.3361 �3.689476.0566i, 0.5202
�0.100076.7243i, 0.0149 �0.162477.3781i, 0.0220 �3.727576.2599i, 0.5116 �2.611774.3178i, 0.5176
0.299776.1030i, �0.0490 �1.676876.7869i, 0.2399 �2.697274.1651i, 0.5436 �2.988373.5750i, 0.6413
0.082475.7423i, �0.0143 �0.152876.0554i, 0.0252 �2.131773.6879i, 0.5004 �1.891073.7298i, 0.4522
0.084473.8066i, �0.0222 �1.266475.8716i, 0.2108 �1.906373.2291i, 0.5084 �1.951973.2304i, 0.5171

Scenario 3 �1.1686710.6268i, 0.1093 �1.7257711.9617i, 0.1428 �2.6619712.7107i, 0.2050 �2.6235712.6693i, 0.2028
�0.341378.7548i, 0.0390 �1.3222711.2307i, 0.1169 �2.0211710.6048i, 0.1872 �3.7998710.1122i, 0.3518
�0.301378.4738i, 0.0355 �1.8623711.0809i, 0.1657 �4.168779.4233i, 0.4046 �2.0342710.6655i, 0.1874
�0.257578.0464i, 0.0320 �0.538378.4666i, 0.0635 �1.817979.6012i, 0.1860 �1.845679.6184i, 0.1884
�0.061577.3143i, 0.0084 �0.802478.2285i, 0.0971 �1.720578.0498i, 0.2090 �1.829278.0582i, 0.2214
0.128376.1862i, �0.0207 �0.157477.4050i, 0.0212 �3.674876.3246i, 0.5024 �3.688176.0703i, 0.5192
0.042776.0556i, �0.0070 �0.098076.3997i, 0.0153 �2.423974.2576i, 0.4948 �2.578874.3477i, 0.5102
0.201875.8565i, �0.0344 �1.168075.7492i, 0.1991 �1.766573.8262i, 0.4192 �1.869673.7245i, 0.4486
0.165973.7438i, �0.0443 �1.037873.3251i, 0.2979 �1.847473.2106i, 0.4987 �1.965373.2309i, 0.5197

Scenario 4 �1.1645710.6163i, 0.1090 �1.6579711.9805i, 0.1371 �2.7941712.8369i, 0.2127 �2.7947712.7309i, 0.2144
�0.325678.8902i, 0.0366 �1.3152711.2088i, 0.1165 �2.0100710.6302i, 0.1858 �3.7330710.3166i, 0.3403
�0.297778.4483i, 0.0352 �1.8702711.0437i, 0.1670 �4.238379.5219i, 0.4066 �2.0218710.6883i, 0.1859
�0.258778.0346i, 0.0322 �0.538278.4526i, 0.0635 �1.687479.5704i, 0.1736 �1.713679.6083i, 0.1756
�0.057577.3333i, 0.0078 �0.747378.1568i, 0.0912 �1.678577.9162i, 0.2074 �1.788577.9247i, 0.2202
0.155776.1630i, �0.0253 �0.153377.4245i, 0.0206 �3.671976.3395i, 0.5012 �3.686976.0807i, 0.5185
0.058676.0959i, �0.0096 �0.093376.3887i, 0.0146 �2.356574.1807i, 0.4910 �2.509374.3073i, 0.5034
0.208975.6778i, �0.0368 �0.868775.7477i, 0.1494 �1.623773.8188i, 0.3913 �1.799173.7173i, 0.4356
0.235273.6446i, �0.0644 �0.823973.2401i, 0.2464 �1.820073.2130i, 0.4929 �1.940573.2146i, 0.5168
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bi. The main drawback of HSA appears in the number of iterations
the algorithm needs to find an optimal solution. To improve the
performance of the HSA and eliminate the drawbacks lies with
fixed values of Rpa and bi, IHSA uses variable Rpa and bi in
improvisation step (Step 3). The variation of Rpa and bi with
increase in iteration number is shown in Fig. 3.

Ci ¼ ln
bLi
bUi

 !
ð8Þ

biðkÞ ¼ bUi � expðCi � kÞ ð9Þ
RpaðkÞ ¼ RL
paþ

ðRU
pa�RL

paÞ
kmax

� k ð10Þ

where bUi and bLi are the lower and upper bounds of the distance
bandwidth respectively, RUpa and RLpa are the upper and lower
bounds of the pitch adjusting rates respectively, kmax is the max-
imum number of iterations, k and is the current iteration.

Step 4: Update the new harmony
If the new solution vector is better than the worst one in the

HM judged in terms of objective function value, the worst one will
be replaced by the new one in the HM.



Table 8
Tuned parameters of coordinated damping controllers using GA, PSO, HSA and BSO.

Location Controller Coordinated design using GA Coordinated design using PSO Coordinated design using HSA Coordinated design using BSO

K T1 T2 K T1 T2 K T1 T2 K T1 T2

G1 PSS 31.9574 0.6310 0.1497 39.7880 0.3987 0.1002 8.4667 0.6067 0.1133 26.2845 0.6425 0.0428
G2 PSS 28.7563 0.8701 0.3906 40.7571 0.5737 0.2498 14.0667 0.6427 0.1133 12.8566 0.6875 0.1893
G3 PSS 22.7592 0.6425 0.0773 38.0179 0.4186 0.1535 14.0667 0.6267 0.2333 11.5556 0.6832 0.1882
G4 PSS 1.6534 0.9064 0.1895 2.3953 0.4098 0.0472 12.2000 0.6600 0.2067 4.4392 0.6022 0.1996
G5 PSS 18.1713 0.5660 0.4651 10.7520 0.3448 0.2099 10.3333 0.5533 0.2067 20.1588 0.5978 0.1254
G6 PSS 13.3569 0.9110 0.2405 46.4748 0.3338 0.1094 6.6000 0.7133 0.2067 26.9422 0.8304 0.1688
G7 PSS 34.5109 0.6086 0.4676 20.6541 0.1998 0.1559 6.6000 0.8733 0.1400 10.9898 0.6767 0.1012
G8 PSS 5.0671 0.6626 0.4008 26.0415 0.4246 0.2005 2.8667 0.6600 0.2200 8.7575 0.8455 0.0345
G9 PSS 7.8578 0.9483 0.1722 29.8426 0.3096 0.1297 8.4667 0.6333 0.2200 5.6288 0.8412 0.1869
G10 PSS 21.7755 0.6953 0.3175 29.9455 0.4498 0.1005 8.4667 0.6867 0.3000 44.2864 0.9825 0.2124
26-29 TCSC 27.85 0.5692 0.3224 45.92 0.7438 0.3897 45.2785 0.5845 0.3292 32.26 0.6132 0.2826

Table 9
Comparison of eigenvalues and damping ratios using GA, PSO, HSA, BSO and IHSA based coordinated damping controllers.

GAPSSþGATCSC PSOPSSþPSOTCSC HSAPSSþHSATCSC BSOPSSþBSOTCSC IHSAPSSþ IHSATCSC

Scenario 1 �0.6917712.6077i, 0.0548 �4.8532711.8028i, 0.3803 �1.6203711.5720i, 0.1387 �2.3285711.1402i, 0.2046 �2.3661711.4315i, 0.2027
�0.6282710.3659i, 0.0605 �1.4598713.3108i, 0.1090 –3.632277.4414i, 0.4386 �1.6689711.2509i, 0.1467 �2.0343710.6661i, 0.1874
�0.3535710.4114i, 0.0339 �1.9942712.7197i, 0.1549 �0.995679.5492i, 0.1037 �3.385279.6463i, 0.3311 �2.374678.9921i, 0.2553
�0.684379.3642i, 0.0729 �0.6765711.6848i, 0.0578 �1.246379.7595i, 0.1267 �1.9386710.0298i, 0.1898 �1.943978.7168i, 0.2177
�1.506578.8559i, 0.1677 �0.973779.3240i, 0.1039 –1.342279.2087i, 0.1442 �1.531379.8321i, 0.1539 �3.728876.0353i, 0.5256
�0.805776.7671i, 0.1182 �1.273777.9850i, 0.1575 �1.476278.0834i, 0.1796 �2.826675.1077i, 0.4842 �2.964974.5378i, 0.5470
�2.687573.6331i, 0.5947 �1.263876.1960i, 0.1999 �2.637973.8387i, 0.5664 �2.086173.5333i, 0.5084 �2.113773.6619i, 0.4999
�1.764773.5259i, 0.4476 �1.192873.1623i, 0.3529 �2.317773.3553i, 0.5683 �1.318572.2638i, 0.5033 �2.539373.4123i, 0.5970
�1.269273.3035i, 0.3586 �1.741572.4798i, 0.5747 –1.008273.3669i, 0.2869 �1.148771.9274i, 0.5120 �2.072573.3061i, 0.5311

Scenario 2 �0.5865712.3722i, 0.0474 �4.8734711.7816i, 0.3822 �1.6122711.5417i, 0.1383 �2.3405711.1349i, 0.2057 �2.0493710.6651i, 0.1887
�0.3850710.4012i, 0.0370 �1.9831712.6903i, 0.1544 –1.029579.5749i, 0.1069 �1.6689711.2254i, 0.1471 �3.504379.8431i, 0.3354
�0.892779.8812i, 0.0900 �0.6899711.6846i, 0.0589 –1.265879.6293i, 0.1303 �3.400379.6539i, 0.3322 �2.235679.7855i, 0.2227
�0.712579.1170i, 0.0779 �1.282878.8452i, 0.1435 –3.659377.4204i, 0.4423 �1.943479.9961i, 0.1908 �1.707678.3194i, 0.2011
�1.597978.6491i, 0.1817 �1.354777.9549i, 0.1679 –1.623678.2926i, 0.1921 �1.528979.8135i, 0.1539 �3.689476.0566i, 0.5202
�0.765176.7958i, 0.1119 �1.157176.2555i, 0.1819 �1.457678.0547i, 0.1781 �2.798775.0777i, 0.4827 �2.611774.3178i, 0.5176
�2.748373.6108i, 0.6057 �1.162573.0949i, 0.3516 �2.387573.8576i, 0.5263 �2.032473.4491i, 0.5077 �2.988373.5750i, 0.6413
�1.784473.5101i, 0.4532 �1.481172.4881i, 0.5115 �0.977573.3503i, 0.2801 �1.308072.2638i, 0.5003 �1.891073.7298i, 0.4522
�1.258273.3098i, 0.3553 �2.422472.1312i, 0.7508 �2.342673.3228i, 0.5762 �1.159471.9260i, 0.5157 �1.951973.2304i, 0.5171

Scenario 3 �0.6360712.2578i, 0.0518 �4.9889711.7527i, 0.3907 �1.5908711.5063i, 0.1369 �2.3441711.1132i, 0.2064 �2.6235712.6693i, 0.2028
�0.3810710.4071i, 0.0366 �1.5457713.2553i, 0.1158 1.049679.5498i, 0.1092 �1.6595711.2000i, 0.1466 �3.7998710.1122i, 0.3518
�0.842879.7069i, 0.0865 �2.0084712.6366i, 0.1570 �1.264479.5698i, 0.1310 �3.410579.6429i, 0.3334 �2.0342710.6655i, 0.1874
�1.706278.7588i, 0.1912 �0.6841711.6994i, 0.0584 –3.718477.5509i, 0.4418 �1.938679.9965i, 0.1904 �1.845679.6184i, 0.1884
�0.692078.9882i, 0.0768 �1.228778.6903i, 0.1400 �1.621078.2335i, 0.1932 �1.521079.6288i, 0.1560 �1.829278.0582i, 0.2214
�0.796376.7567i, 0.1170 �1.298377.9971i, 0.1602 �1.491878.0331i, 0.1826 �2.790075.0750i, 0.4818 �3.688176.0703i, 0.5192
�2.747373.6285i, 0.6036 �1.159676.1662i, 0.1848 �2.388073.8832i, 0.5238 �2.012773.4595i, 0.5029 �2.578874.3477i, 0.5102
�1.775573.5088i, 0.4515 �1.141573.0901i, 0.3465 �2.331373.3643i, 0.5696 �1.291172.2916i, 0.4909 �1.869673.7245i, 0.4486
�1.237173.3201i, 0.3492 �1.468372.4851i, 0.5087 �0.926873.3041i, 0.2701 �1.179171.9282i, 0.5217 �1.965373.2309i, 0.5197

Scenario 4 �0.5953712.3048i, 0.0483 �5.0340711.7321i, 0.3943 �1.5925711.4887i, 0.1373 �2.3432711.1040i, 0.2065 �2.7947712.7309i, 0.2144
�0.3729710.4246i, 0.0358 �1.5578713.2096i, 0.1171 �1.050979.5385i, 0.1095 �1.6481711.1885i, 0.1457 �3.7330710.3166i, 0.3403
�0.801679.6514i, 0.0828 �2.0517712.5967i, 0.1608 �1.275779.5254i, 0.1327 �3.422679.6344i, 0.3348 �2.0218710.6883i, 0.1859
�1.841378.9190i, 0.2022 �0.6783711.7277i, 0.0577 �3.676577.7399i, 0.4291 �1.943979.9893i, 0.1910 �1.713679.6083i, 0.1756
�0.655378.9625i, 0.0729 �1.224778.7873i, 0.1380 �1.622278.1542i, 0.1951 �1.495579.5597i, 0.1546 �1.788577.9247i, 0.2202
�0.760976.7577i, 0.1119 �1.288078.0739i, 0.1575 �1.508778.0118i, 0.1851 �2.787775.0874i, 0.4805 �3.686976.0807i, 0.5185
�2.762073.6064i, 0.6080 �1.105176.1810i, 0.1760 �2.324273.8732i, 0.5145 �1.686172.9003i, 0.5026 �2.509374.3073i, 0.5034
�1.782873.4965i, 0.4542 �1.116773.0576i, 0.3431 �2.330073.3726i, 0.5684 �1.2812772.3054i, 0.4858 �1.799173.7173i, 0.4356
�1.221873.3197i, 0.3454 �1.404872.5248i, 0.4862 �0.897873.2613i, 0.2654 �1.199871.9316i, 0.5277 �1.940573.2146i, 0.5168
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Step 5: Check for the termination condition
The IHSA will be terminated when the termination condition is

met. This may be usually a sufficiently good objective function
value or a maximum number of iterations. The maximum number
of iterations criterion is employed in this work. The flowchart IHSA
is shown in Fig. 4.
4. Simulation results

The algorithm was developed in MATLAB and simulations were
carried out on a computer with Intel Core i3 CPU, 2.27 GHz and
4 GB RAM.
Test System 1: WSCC 3-machine, 9-bus system
The proposed IHSA is applied on WSCC 3-machine, 9-bus sys-

tem shown in Fig. 5. Power flow, transmission line and dynamic
data for the generators can be found in [43], and all generators are
represented by fifth order model. Here it is assumed that gen-
erators are equipped with PSS. For illustration and comparison
purpose of an ‘n’ generator system, the (n–1) electromechanical
modes associated with generator rotors are considered. The power
flow in line 5–7 is the largest and therefore this line is considered
as the best location for installing the TCSC controller in the system
under study.

The system generations and loading levels considered in this
study are given in Table 1. The tuned parameters of PSS and TCSC
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obtained by BSO and IHSA algorithms are given in Table 2 and 3
shows comparison of eigenvalues and damping ratios of electro-
mechanical mode of oscillations using BSO and IHSA based
Fig. 7. Speed deviations of 3rd and 4t

Fig. 9. Speed deviations of 2nd and 3r

Fig. 8. Speed deviations of 5th and 6t

Table 10
Different contingencies considered for non-linear time domain simulations.

Contingency Description

Contingency (a) A six-cycle three-phase fault, very close to the 14th bus in the
line 4–14, which is cleared by tripping the line 4–14.

Contingency (b) A six-cycle fault disturbance at bus 33 at the end of line 19–
33 with the load at bus-25 doubled and is cleared by tripping
the line 19–33 with successful reclosure after 1.0 s.

Contingency (c) A critical six cycle three-phase fault close to 22nd bus in the
line 22–35 with load at 21st bus increased by 20% & load at
25th bus and is cleared by tripping the line 22–35 with
successful reclosure after 1.0 s.

Contingency (d) A six-cycle three-phase fault, near bus 14 in the line 14–15
with 20% increase in load, which is cleared by tripping the
line 14–15.
coordinated damping controllers at different loading levels. In all
the three loading levels, IHSA based damping controllers are giv-
ing better damping factors and better damping ratio compared to
BSO based controllers. The corresponding values of damping ratios
and damping factors are highlighted in Table 3. IHSA based coor-
dinated controllers shifts the electromechanical mode eigenvalues
are further to the left half of s-plane and damping ratios are
obtained also greater than that of BSO based damping controllers
for all the loading conditions.

Test System 2: New England 10-machine, 39-bus system
The proposed technique is applied on New England 10-machine,

39-bus system shown in Fig. 6, for which power flow, transmission
line and dynamic data for the generators can be found in [44]. All
generators are represented by fifth order model, and are assumed to
be equipped with PSS. To find the optimum location for TCSC, dif-
ferent locations are tested by residue method [45]. Residues asso-
ciated with critical mode are calculated using the transfer function
between the TCSC active power deviation ΔP and degree of com-
pensation ΔKc (in p.u. of line reactance) are shown in Table 4. Line
h generators for Contingency (a).

d generators for Contingency (c).

h generators for Contingency (b).



Fig. 10. Speed deviations of 8th and 9th generators for Contingency (d).

Table 11
Values of performance index for IHSATCSC, IHSAPSS and coordinated IHSAPSS &
IHSATCSC.

IHSATCSC IHSAPSS IHSAPSSþ IHSATCSC

Contingency (a) 10.6611 3.0916 3.0588
Contingency (b) 10.7682 3.5103 3.4836
Contingency (c) 10.5717 3.6345 3.6085
Contingency (d) 9.2405 3.4698 3.4551
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26–29 has largest residue value and is therefore most effective
location for placement of TCSC.

4.1. Eigenvalue analysis

To assess the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed IHSA
based coordinated damping controllers, four different operating
scenarios that represent the system under severe loading condi-
tions and critical line outages are considered. These conditions are
extremely hard from the stability point of view [46]. The different
operating scenarios considered are given in Table 5. The tuned
parameters of PSS and TCSC both for uncoordinated and coordi-
nated design using proposed IHSA are shown in Table 6.

The electromechanical modes and the damping ratios obtained
for all the above cases without controller, independently designed
IHSA based TCSC (IHSATCSC), IHSA based PSS (IHSAPSS) and
coordinated PSS and TCSC are given in Table 7.

The critical eigenvalues and damping ratios are highlighted in
Table 7. From Table 7, it is clear that the system with IHSATCSC is
suffered from small damping factor (σ¼�0.1037, �0.1528,
�0.0980 and �0.0933) for all these operating scenarios. Further
the proposed coordinated controllers shift substantially the elec-
tromechanical mode eigenvalues to the left of s-plane and the
values of the damping factors with the proposed coordinated
controllers are significantly improved (σ¼�1.9439, �1.7076,
�1.8292 and �1.7136). The damping ratios corresponding to
coordinated controllers (ζ¼18.74%, 18.87%, 18.74% and 17.56%) are
much better than corresponding IHSATCSC values (ζ¼1.62%,
2.20%, 1.53% and 1.46%). Hence compared to the uncoordinated
IHSATCSC and IHSAPSS, the proposed coordinated controllers
greatly enhance the system stability and improve the damping
characteristics of electromechanical modes of oscillations.

The tuned parameters of PSS and TCSC both for coordinated
design using GA, PSO, HSA, BSO and IHSA are shown in Table 8. To
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed technique, the
electromechanical modes and the damping ratios obtained for all
the above cases are compared with GA, PSO, HSA and BSO based
coordinated damping controllers are given in Table 9.

It is evident from Table 9 that with the proposed IHSA based
coordinated controllers, poorly damped electromechanical mode
eigenvalues are further shifted to the left of s-plane for all the
operating scenarios. Further, the damping ratios of critical elec-
tromechanical modes are also significantly enhanced with the
proposed IHSA based coordinated PSS and TCSC.

The various parameters of GA, PSO, BSO and IHSA optimization
techniques are given in Appendix. The computational time for
IHSA is 284.6 s while it is 356.6 s, 366.8 s and 492.4 s for GA, PSO
and BSO respectively. It was found that the IHSA converges at a
faster rate in less number of iterations and achieves a better
minimum fitness value for the objective function as compared to
GA, PSO and BSO.

4.2. Nonlinear time domain simulations

To investigate the robustness of the coordinated design of PSS
and TCSC using Improved Harmony Search Algorithm over a wide
range of operating conditions and system configurations, non-
linear time domain simulation studies are carried out for the
contingencies shown in Table 10 on the system under study. Sys-
tem performance is demonstrated by using the performance
index, Integral of Time multiplied Absolute value of Error (ITAE),
given by PI ¼ ITAE¼ R n

0 t: Δω1 þ Δω2 þ…þ ΔωnjÞ
����������� (8), where

‘n’ is the number of generators of that system. It is worth men-
tioning that the lower the value of this index is, better the system
response in terms of time domain characteristics.

The speed deviations of critical generators for these con-
tingencies with uncoordinated IHSATCSC, IHSAPSS and with the
proposed coordinated IHSA based PSS and TCSC are shown in
Figs. 7–10 respectively. These figures validate the superiority of the
proposed method in tuning coordinated controllers for damping
system oscillations.

The performance index (ITAE) obtained for the above con-
tingencies using these controllers are given in Table 11.

It is clear from the simulation studies that simultaneous coor-
dinated design of the PSS and TCSC damping controllers show
better damping performance over uncoordinated damping con-
trollers under different disturbances.

The performance index (ITAE) obtained for the above con-
tingencies using GA, PSO, BSO and IHSA based coordinated
damping controllers are given in Table 12.

It is also clear from the above table that performance indices for
IHSA based coordinated damping controllers are less than the cor-
responding values of GA, PSO, HSA and BSO based coordinated
damping controllers, which demonstrate the superior performance



Table 12
Performance index values.

GAPSSþGATCSC PSOPSSþPSOTCSC HSAPSSþHSATCSC BSOPSSþBSOTCSC IHSAPSSþ IHSATCSC

Contingency (a) 6.9713 6.6408 5.9140 5.8846 3.0588
Contingency (b) 7.0013 6.6811 5.7403 5.8078 3.4836
Contingency (c) 6.8893 6.5832 5.7558 5.8019 3.6085
Contingency (d) 7.0203 6.5452 5.6159 5.1858 3.4551
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of these controllers in enhancing the system stability and in
improving the damping characteristics of electromechanical modes.
5. Conclusions

This paper presents a robust design algorithm for simultaneous
coordinated tuning of PSS and TCSC damping controllers in a multi-
machine power system. The problem of tuning the PSS and TCSC
damping controller parameters simultaneously, in order to enhance
the damping of the power oscillations is formulated as a multi-
objective optimization problem and IHSA has been successfully
applied to search for optimal controllers parameters. The damping
ratio and damping factors of electromechanical modes of
P
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oscillations obtained by using IHSA on WSCC 3-machine, 9-bus
system are found be superior compared to the results obtained
using Bacterial Swarm Optimization (BSO) and other algorithms.
The damping performance of PSS and TCSC controllers when they
are designed independently using IHSA is compared with coordi-
nated design of IHSA based PSS and TCSC on New England 10-
machine, 39-bus system at different operating scenarios and con-
tingencies. The eigenvalue analysis and nonlinear simulation results
demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed IHSA
based coordinated controllers over the Genetic Algorithm (GA),
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Harmony Search Algorithm
(HSA) and Bacterial Swarm Optimization (BSO) based coordinated
damping controllers.
Appendix
arameters of Genetic Algorithm

ermination parameter, ε
 :0.0001

rossover probability, pc
 :0.8

utation probability, pm
 :0.05

aximum number of iterations, tmax
 :100

arameters of Particle Swarm Optimization

ositive constants
 :C1 ¼2.4, C2¼1.6

umber of particles
 :25

aximum number of iterations, tmax
 :100

arameters of Harmony Search Algorithm

aximum number of iterations
 ¼50

emory size (HMS)
 ¼20

armony memory considering rate (HMCR)
 ¼0.6

itch Adjusting Rate
 ¼0.3

and width
 ¼ 0.001

arameters of Bacterial Swarm Optimization

umber of dimensions of search space
 ¼20

umber of bacteria
 ¼6

umber of chemotactic steps
 ¼6

umber of elimination and dispersal events
 ¼2

umber of reproduction steps
 ¼50

robability of elimination and dispersal
 ¼0.25

arameters of Improved Harmony Search Algorithm

aximum number of iterations
 ¼0

emory size (HMS)
 ¼20

armony memory considering rate (HMCR)
 ¼0.6

itch adjusting rate bounds RU

pa¼0.9 and RL
pa¼0.1
and width bounds bUi ¼1.0 and bLi ¼0.0001
B
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